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In the modern and complex realm of networking, the pursuit of ideal QoS metrics is a fundamental objective aimed at maximizing
network efciency and user experiences. Nonetheless, the accomplishment of this task is hindered by the diversity of networks, the
unpredictability of network conditions, and the rapid growth of multimedia trafc. Tis manuscript presents an innovative
method for enhancing the QoS in SDN by combining the load-balancing capabilities of FL and genetic algorithms. Te proposed
solution aims to improve the dispersed aggregation of multimedia trafc by prioritizing data privacy and ensuring secure network
load distribution. By using federated learning, multiple clients can collectively participate in the training process of a global model
without compromising the privacy of their sensitive information. Tis method safeguards user privacy while facilitating the
aggregation of distributedmultimedia trafc. In addition, genetic algorithms are used to optimize network load balancing, thereby
ensuring the efcient use of network resources and mitigating the risk of individual node overload. As a result of extensive testing,
this research has demonstrated signifcant improvements in QoS measurements compared to traditional methods. Our proposed
technique outperforms existing techniques such as RR, weighted RR, server load, LBBSRT, and dynamic server approaches in
terms of CPU and memory utilization, as well as server requests across three testing servers. Tis novel methodology has
applications in multiple industries, including telecommunications, multimedia streaming, and cloud computing. Te proposed
method presents an innovative strategy for addressing the optimization of QoS metrics in SDN environments, while preserving
data privacy and optimizing network resource usage.

1. Introduction

In the dynamic and ever-changing realm of the Internet,
where a vast number of individuals engage with diverse
online platforms encompassing education, healthcare, re-
search, and e-commerce, the imperative of guaranteeing
a smooth and uninterrupted user experience has assumed
utmost signifcance. Nevertheless, the highly competitive
environment of the digital realm has presented other ob-
stacles, including issues such as server overload and network
congestion. In order to mitigate these limitations and op-
timize network performance, load-balancing methodologies
have been implemented. Tese methodologies aim to ef-
fectively distribute communication workloads and client
requests across various resources such as servers and routers

[1]. Te objective of these enhancements is to achieve the
highest possible data processing rate, decrease the time it
takes to receive a response, and optimize the utilization of
the CPU and memory resources.

Traditional networking solutions, which involve the
utilization of protocols and frewalls, have historically served
as the primary means to manage and enhance networks.
Although they are essential, the intricate execution of these
systems has presented considerable difculties [2]. Te
advent of SDN has brought about a signifcant trans-
formation in the feld of network design and operation. SDN
has attracted signifcant attention within the realm of
business and data center networks owing to its capacity to
provide swift innovation and fexible administration [3].Te
fundamental principle of SDN revolves around the
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segregation of the control and data planes. In SDN, the
control plane is centralized, autonomous, and pro-
grammable, which deviates from the conventional network
switches that integrate both the data and control planes. Te
data plane in SDN is located within the network switch,
while interaction with the controller is facilitated by the
“OpenFlow” protocol [4]. Tis protocol enables the con-
troller to exercise control and supervision over network
trafc by providing instructions to the data plane for packet
forwarding. As a result, it ofers exceptional fexibility and
efciency in the management of trafc.

Software-defned networking (SDN) introduces a novel
phase in network administration through the consolidation
of network trafc management into a single control panel.
Tis eliminates the necessity of navigating across several
switches, resulting in signifcant time and efort savings [1].
In addition, SDN is a fnancially advantageous option for
network management by allowing the integration of es-
sential functionalities as applications on the controller. Tis
eliminates the need for costly dedicated network devices
with specifc attributes. Te use of the SDN technique fa-
cilitates swift adjustment to dynamic network circum-
stances, enhances network scalability, and optimizes
network performance, rendering it a favored option in
corporate and data center networks. Signifcantly, SDN
facilitates the automated confguration of network devices in
real-time, enhances network security through the identif-
cation and mitigation of threats, and ofers exceptional
fexibility and control over network trafc.

Within the current dynamic environment, scholars are
actively engaged in the development of novel algorithms and
the optimization of preexisting ones, using innovative ftness
functions. Te primary objective of these endeavors is to
augment the QoS metrics in software-defned networks
(SDNs).Te employed methodologies involve the utilization
of established algorithms, such as genetic algorithms, for the
purpose of ascertaining network paths [5]. In addition, novel
switch migration algorithms are introduced, which assess
the loads on controllers and perform load-balancing oper-
ations, with particular emphasis on response time [5].

Tis work makes three primary contributions which are
as follows:

(1) Tis study presents a novel approach to enhance QoS
in SDN by utilizing FL and genetic algorithms to
enable efcient load balancing.

(2) Te proposed methodology facilitates the decen-
tralized consolidation of multimedia data, guaran-
teeing the confdentiality of information and the
equitable distribution of network load.

(3) Trough the utilization of the SDN control plane as
a training phase at the local level (training plane) and
the application plane for consolidation (aggregation
plane), our approach attains exceptional network
efciency, decreased congestion, and improved re-
source utilization. Tese contributions are in line
with the emerging discipline of distributed machine
learning.

Te remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related research on the algorithms
used in load-balancing and software-defned networking.
Section 3 describes our novel technique to use federated
learning to improve a genetic algorithm to enhance QoS
metrics in SDN, and Section 4 covers the experimental
results and evaluation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
whole paper.

2. Related Work

To achieve load-balancing among the distributed control
plane, Zhang et al. [6] introduced OCBL online framework.
Tey begin by considering the load-balancing issue as
minimizing the typical controller response time. Ten, they
break it down into a series of switch migrations, each mi-
gration modeled for maximizing the decrease in average
response time in accordance with the real-time request
distribution. Tey then created an OCLB method based on
the termination circumstances and determined the opti-
mality of switch migration. One of the drawbacks of the
OCLB method based on termination circumstances is that it
assumes that all tasks in the system are known in advance
and that their arrival and departure times are deterministic.
Tis assumption may not hold in dynamic and unpredict-
able environments, where tasks may arrive or depart ran-
domly or even fail to complete. In such cases, the OCLB
method may not be able to balance the load optimally,
leading to suboptimal resource utilization and potentially
degraded system performance.

Khaliq et al. in [7] conducted tests utilizing both
a proactive and a dynamic approach to load balancing in
a multipath architecture. Tey also checked the efects of
expanding the TCP window size on performance. One of the
primary drawbacks is that increasing the window size can
increase network congestion, particularly in high-speed
networks, where data can arrive faster than the receiver
can process. As a result, the TCP congestion control
mechanism may reduce the transmission rate, leading to
decreased throughput and increased delay. Chen et al. in [8]
explored how SDN switches may be used in M2M networks
for load balancing. By utilizing the SDN advantages of rapid
trafc identifcation and dynamic trafc rerouting, a TALB
scheme is developed to meet the various QoS needs of the
M2M network. However, the TALB scheme’s adaptability is
limited to threshold value adjustments, which may not be
sufcient to meet various QoS needs. For instance, the
scheme may not be able to address issues related to latency
or jitter in the network. Arahunashi et al. in [4] used Python
programming language to implement the round-robin and
bandwidth-based load-balancing algorithms using the
Mininet emulator. Te QoS results of the aforementioned
methods are then contrasted, including throughput and
response time. While round-robin and bandwidth-based
load-balancing algorithms are commonly used, they may
not consistently and efciently distribute network trafc,
resulting in an underutilization of network resources. Tis
is especially true in cases where there are signifcant
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variations in the trafc loads among servers. Tis can
occasionally lead to some servers being overloaded while
others sit idle.

Cui et al. in [5] looked at the issue of several overloaded
controllers. To achieve a trade-of between load balancing
impact and migration cost, they chose the extremum point
on the change curve of response time vs. controller’s load as
the optimal response time threshold. Finally, they presented
the design of SMCLBRT, a cutting-edge switch migration
load-balancing strategy based on real-time response time.
However, SMCLBRT requires additional network overhead
to monitor real-time response time and migrate trafc,
which can increase network latency and reduce overall
performance.

Ongaro et al. in [9] presented a linear integer pro-
gramming methodology for tackling the QoS and quality of
experience (QoE) implementation difculty in SDN in terms
of network latency and congestion while also considering the
network requirements and constraints of real-time appli-
cations. Linear integer programming is a rigid optimization
technique that may not be able to accommodate new QoS/
QoE requirements or changes in network conditions easily.
As a result, it may not be suitable for use in rapidly evolving
network environments.

To reduce the controller reaction time, Wang et al. in
[10] conceptualized the load-balancing problem as a dis-
tributed service system for the control plane. As a result of
their unacceptably high computational complexity and re-
liance on the original request distribution, the techniques
used to address these global optimization issues can only be
used sparingly and ofine.

Egilmez et al. in [11] examined the trafc’s routing al-
gorithm in two distinct situations. Te frst scenario refers to
the moment when the primary layer of trafc for scalable
video encoding is identifed as trafc with high QoS and no
lost packets. Te second instance is when QoS trafc is
identifed as incremental layers. Te second scenario, on the
other hand, takes packet loss into account. Trough
LEMON’s network optimization module, the situation was
put into practice and analyzed. Te frst scenario is 6.5%
more efcient than the frst scenario and 14% more efcient
than the best-efort routing. However, LEMON’s network
optimizationmodule may not be compatible with all types of
network data structures or network optimization problems.
Tis means that it may not be suitable for some specifc
network optimization requirements.

Using the similarity-to-ideal-optimized-priority-
ordering (TOPSIS) algorithm in the context of controller
decision-making, Shirmarz and Ghafari [12] have de-
veloped a novel method for assessing network perfor-
mance. Tis novel approach presents the idea of fow
routing to evaluate network performance, with a special
emphasis on key indicators including latency, jitter, packet
loss ratio (PLR), and bandwidth usage. Te approach is
implemented within the foodlight controller framework,
and then it is compared with other route allocation
methods including the shortest path (SP), the greedy al-
gorithm, and the weighted equal cost multipath (ECMP),
among others. Tis study sheds light on the interesting

possibility of trade-of analysis difculties. Te TOPSIS
algorithm treats all performance measures as equally im-
portant, but in the real world of software-defned net-
working (SDN), there are often competing priorities and
trade-ofs to be made. To efectively handle and incorporate
these trade-ofs into decision-making algorithms, further
methodologies or extensions beyond the fundamental
TOPSIS methodology may be required. Tis research
highlights the changing environment of SDN performance
evaluation, highlighting the necessity for all-encompassing
solutions that take into consideration the many facets of
network optimization.

Similarly, Shirmarz and Ghafari [13] found that, inside
the SDN paradigm, a complete algorithm emerges as a po-
tent tool for optimizing the overall network performance.
Te utilization, latency, jitter, packet loss ratio, blocking
likelihood, and link cost are just some of the performance
measures considered by this algorithm. Te optimization of
fow routing inside the SDN architecture is at the heart of
this study. Here, we want to have a look at the wide range of
KPIs-like blocking probability, latency, jitter, packet loss
ratio, and cost while also trying to get the most out of our
network. A unique fow routing algorithm is proposed in
this research, making use of nondominated ranking and
crowd distance sorting as its foundational building blocks.
Tis innovative method is developed to improve the ef-
fectiveness of SDN architectures by minimizing blocking
likelihood, latency, jitter, packet loss ratio, and cost while
increasing resource utilization. However, it is important to
note that there are several caveats to this study. Te sim-
ulations are the backbone of the algorithm’s evaluation, and
its performance in the real world may vary. Te report also
acknowledges the difculties associated with realizing
dynamic routing algorithms in operational networks. In
addition, it emphasizes the need for more controller
computational power, suggesting that the proposed solu-
tion may only work with certain SDN designs. Terefore, it
may be necessary to further improve and adapt in order to
properly cater to the varied requirements and constraints of
SDN settings.

Te problem of biased policies has recently become an
important topic in the feld of network trafc management.
Shirmarz and Ghafari [14] ofered a future-proof solution
for SDN that makes use of automated deep encryption and
the ensemble method. Accurately classifying network trafc
is a crucial difculty in SDN setups. Te authors presented
a novel fow categorization model based on a comprehensive
analysis of network needs to overcome this obstacle. To
automatically extract crucial network fow features, this
method makes use of deep automated coding. In addition,
three well-known classifers, softmax, support vector ma-
chine, and random forest, are used to improve fow clas-
sifcation precision. It is important to keep in mind that
while automated deep encodings and ensemble techniques
perform admirably in static or moderately dynamic situa-
tions, the time needed for training and adaptation may afect
their performance in highly dynamic conditions. Tis study
emphasizes the continual quest for more efcient and
versatile solutions to counteract discriminatory behaviors in
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network trafc management within the ever-changing
context of SDN.

Manzoor et al. [15] explored the nuances of a subset of
high-density Wi-Fi networks that are typically used in
outdoor settings such as stadiums. Tese networks are
distinguished by the use of specialized software networks for
network administration, which brings its own set of dif-
culties. Load balancing is the primary issue here because of
how important it is to the overall functioning of the network.
In order to prevent congestion and maintain QoS standards,
it is crucial that such networks employ efcient load bal-
ancing to distribute trafc fairly across access points. Using
current controllers in the feld of SDN is the key method
provided in this study to address this issue. To efectively run
high-densityWi-Fi networks in public spaces, this technique
ofers dynamic resource allocation and trafc fow man-
agement. Tis research is important because it elucidates the
signifcance of SDN controllers in optimizing network
performance and resource consumption in this specifc
network scenario.

A groundbreaking architectural framework by Shirmarz
and Ghafari [16] heralds in a new era of autonomy for
optimizing the operational efciency of autonomous
software-defned networks. Autonomous SDN must meet
performance limitations such as latency, scalability, efcient
resource use, and real-time response to changing network
conditions. Te technique relies on performance drivers
across network topologies. Tis complex strategy includes
network expansion and capacity control. Increased capa-
bilities of these core parts will improve autonomous network
performance. To enable autonomous decision-making and
self-confguration, autonomic SDN architecture may require
more computing resources, such as processing power and
memory. Considering how this added burden may afect
network speed and scalability, especially in large de-
ployments, Shirmarz and Ghafari [17] also extensively
examined the existing methods and technology to address
performance issues. Quality of service assurance, load-
balancing algorithms, trafc engineering methodologies,
and network monitoring tools are covered in this extensive
study. Tis article explores SDN-based data center perfor-
mance difculties, using examples and statistics to dem-
onstrate their importance.Tis research shows how dynamic
the SDN area is and how it seeks innovative solutions to its
many performance issues.

An important model for assessing and estimating
wireless trafc load in the context of next-generation
wireless networks is described in the in-depth study by
Manzoor et al. [18]. To better understand the dynamics of
wireless trafc loads, especially in contexts where next-
generation wireless networks are prominent, this model
was developed. Many diferent kinds of complexity con-
tribute to the central difculties in the feld of wireless trafc
load modeling. Tese include the dynamic nature of wireless
networks and how it is always changing, the complex web of
user activities, and the revolutionary efects of new tech-
nology such as 5G and its successors. To overcome such
tremendous obstacles, Manzoor et al. presented a novel
conceptual framework for addressing load imbalances at

various levels of a network. Tis novel method converges on
a four-tier design that integrates SDNs, WLANs, and edge
computing without any noticeable performance degrada-
tion. It is important to note, however, that the introduction
of next-generation wireless networks has greatly amplifed
the complexity of network topologies. Te integration of
multicarrier systems, the use of multiple radio access
technologies, and the creation of heterogeneous networks all
add additional layers of complexity. Terefore, estimating
trafc load in these sophisticated networks requires an in-
depth understanding of the complex interconnections and
interactions between a wide variety of network elements.
Tis set of work is an important addition to the developing
feld of next-generation wireless networks, illuminating the
complex problems and novel approaches that characterize
this fast-paced industry.

3. Methodology

Te proposed methodology employs a three-layered archi-
tecture, as illustrated in Figure 1.Te frst layer, referred to as
the data plane, consists of data-gathering objects, such as
sensors, CCTV cameras, access points, and network
switches. In the second layer, referred to as the training
plane, local models are trained on the data collected from the
frst layer using local model training servers. A genetic al-
gorithm is used to optimize the training process. Te
communication between the frst and second layers is fa-
cilitated by the southbound API and OpenFlow protocol
[19]. Te topmost layer is the aggregation plane, which is
composed of a central aggregator server. Te aggregation
plane collects all the local models from the training plane
using the northbound API, such as the REST API, and
performs aggregation using the MOE aggregation algorithm
on the transformed local models received from the training
plane [20].

Te present study employed a heterogeneous dataset
consisting of pictures obtained from CCTV camera systems
located in diferent geographic areas. Te dataset was me-
ticulously curated to accurately refect real-life situations,
incorporating a range of environmental circumstances,
variances in lighting conditions, and diverse camera angles.
Te collection of photographs exhibited a diverse array of
resolutions and formats, efectively emulating the real-world
obstacles encountered in the handling of multimedia trafc
inside a framework of SDN.

Each of the chosen locations preserved its collection of
images on a localized server, which was seamlessly included
in the network architecture via networking components
such as routers and switches [21]. Te institution in
question replicated a standard data plane setup within
a SDN simulation. In this confguration, multimedia
content is dispersed across diferent geographic areas, and
network devices are responsible for facilitating the transfer
of data.

Te simulation procedure entailed the establishment of
a virtual SDN environment, whereby we mimicked network
trafc management situations by utilizing the acquired
pictures from the CCTV camera system. In this section, we
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will present a succinct summary of the procedures entailed
in our simulation.

(1) Te network architecture was meticulously con-
structed to accurately represent the diverse com-
position of contemporary networks. Te
implementation involved the utilization of SDN
controllers, switches, and routers in a manner that
accurately simulated network architectures found in
real-world scenarios.

(2) Te chosen CCTV camera system pictures were
included in the simulation environment, replicating
the live retrieval of multimedia content from dif-
ferent areas. Te multimedia trafc fows were
regarded as pictures within our SDN architecture.

(3) Te distribution of multimedia trafc throughout the
virtual network architecture was coordinated by us.
Te SDN controller assumed a crucial role in dy-
namically directing network trafc by considering
QoS demands and load-balancing strategies.

Te SDN trainer is equipped with a comprehensive
network architecture that enables it to update topology
information, identify routes between diferent source and
destination nodes, and monitor their trafc load status. Te
proposed architecture comprises two clusters of cameras
connected to the SDN trainer server through network
routers, as shown in Figure 2. Te local model aggregation

server serves as the SDN trainer and is connected to a load
balancer that distributes trafc load to each router. Te load
balancer employs a genetic algorithm to optimize the se-
lection of the best path for faster communication between
the cameras and the SDN trainer.

Te training plane in each cluster serves as the system’s
core, which is responsible for optimizing QoS metrics by
generating machine learning models and improving the
genetic algorithm. Tese models are used to determine the
optimal route for each packet in the routers or optimize data
to enable faster communication. Te primary objective of
the local model trainer server is to maximize throughput
while minimizing response time. In doing so, it aims to
optimize CPU and memory resource utilization. By gen-
erating local machine learning models, the trainer server can
efectively capture the network’s behavior andmake accurate
predictions, facilitating faster communication and reduced
network congestion. On the other hand, the genetic algo-
rithm provides an efcient mechanism for exploring the
solution space to identify the optimal path that meets the
desired QoS metrics. Overall, the combination of machine
learning and genetic algorithm enables the proposed system
to adapt dynamically to changing network conditions,
providing an efcient and efective mechanism for opti-
mizing QoS metrics in software-defned networking.

Due to the limited amount of data in each cluster, the
model’s accuracy is compromised. To address this problem,
federated learning is utilized as it is a cutting-edge ap-
proach to machine learning.Te local model trainer servers
communicate with a central cloud server to share their local
models, which are then aggregated using the MOE algo-
rithm. After generating the global model, it is broadcasted
to each cluster’s trainer server [22]. Tis technique is highly
secure as it never sends raw data outside the network,
ensuring the preservation of sensitive information. By
using this approach, the lack of training data in the clusters
is mitigated, and each trainer plan receives a well-trained
global model that incorporates data from all clusters,
thereby improving the performance of the genetic
algorithm.

Te number of participating clients, the sophistication of
the machine learning models employed, and the commu-
nication overhead may all afect the time and space com-
plexity of federated learning.

3.1. Time Complexity

(1) Training at each client: the time complexity associ-
ated with training a machine learning model at each
client in federated learning is largely determined by
the model’s complexity, which is often measured by
the number of parameters it possesses, as well as the
quantity of local data accessible at each client. Te
computational complexity of models can vary, with
a lower bound of O(1) for simpler models and an
upper bound of O(N) for more intricate models,
where N represents the quantity of local data
samples.

Aggregation
Plane

Central model
aggregation server

Aggregates all local
models using MOE

algorithm

NorthBound API

Training
Plane

Local model training
servers

Train Local model using
data from local sensors

SouthBound API

Data Plane Data collection
sensors and

network
infrastructures

Gather image data from
environment

Figure 1: Architecture of SDN using federated learning.
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(2) Communication overhead: federated learning entails
the transmission of information between a central
server and the participating clients throughout each
iteration. Te temporal complexity of communica-
tion is contingent upon several elements, including
but not limited to network capacity, the number of
clients, and the size of model changes. Te time
complexity can be expressed as O(K), where K is the
number of communication rounds.

In general, the temporal complexity of federated learning
is mostly infuenced by the training time required for each
client and the number of communication rounds involved.

3.2. Space Complexity

(1) Model size: the space complexity of the training
process is predominantly determined by the di-
mensions of the machine learning model. Tis en-
compasses the structural design of the model as well
as the quantity of parameters involved. Te space
complexity required for storing the model may be
expressed as O(M), where M is the total number of
parameters in the model.

(2) Local data storage: the storage of local data by each
client contributes to the overall space complexity.
Te spatial complexity for local data storage may be
expressed as O(N), where N is the quantity of local
data samples.

(3) Model updates: in the context of federated learning,
the process involves the communication of model
updates between the central server and the clients.

Te space complexity required for storing these
updates is contingent upon their size and may be
expressed as O(M).

Te primary determinant of the space complexity in
federated learning is the size of the model and the storage
demands for local data. It is noteworthy that federated
learning has been specifcally devised to mitigate the ne-
cessity of exchanging raw data between clients and the
central server, hence contributing to the reduction of space
complexity associated with data storage.

4. Results and Evaluation

Te primary objective of the proposed method is to enhance
QoS metrics while maintaining data privacy on networks.
Te proposed method employs federated learning, a secure
mechanism for executing machine learning algorithms,
since it never transmits raw data outside the network. In-
stead, it uses communication rounds to transmit local
models to the aggregator server and generate a global model.
In addition, the proposedmethod was implemented on three
servers using the open load test tool to evaluate its per-
formance and compare it with other load-balancing
methods based on metrics such as CPU and memory uti-
lization. By conducting performance evaluation tests, we can
obtain valuable insights into the proposed method’s efec-
tiveness and identify areas where further improvements may
be necessary. Te use of federated learning and performance
evaluations provides a comprehensive approach to opti-
mizing QoS metrics while preserving data privacy in net-
work environments.

Load Balancer

Central model aggregation server

Local model training server

Server

Local model training server

Load Balancer

Server

Figure 2: Topology of network with a mixture of SDN and federated learning.
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In our research, we conducted extensive simulations to
assess the performance of our proposed method and
compare it with the state-of-the-art approaches. To create
a robust and reproducible experimental setup, we utilized
the Google Colab Pro Plus environment, a cloud-based
platform with access to high-performance GPUs and
TPUs, while implementing our algorithms in the Python
programming language. Key Python libraries, including
TensorFlow, PyTorch, and Scikit-learn, were employed to
facilitate deep learning, machine learning, and data pre-
processing tasks. We carefully curated a relevant dataset
encompassing diverse network trafc scenarios and QoS
metrics to evaluate our approach comprehensively. Our
experiments adhered to rigorous protocols, including data
preprocessing, model training, hyperparameter tuning, and
cross-validation, withmultiple runs to account for variations
in random initialization and data splits. Tis setup ensures
transparency and reproducibility in our research, enabling
a thorough evaluation of our proposed QoS optimization
method in SDN.

Te memory utilization of several load-balancing
algorithms, including the proposed method, weighted

round-robin algorithm, round-robin algorithm, LBBSRT,
and dynamic server approach, were compared and evaluated
in terms of their efciency. Te results are shown in Figure 3
and summarized in Table 1. Te proposed algorithm out-
performed the other methods in memory usage on all three
servers, with improvements of 4%, 12%, 8%, 5%, and 5% on
server 1 compared to the round-robin, weighted round-
robin, server load, LBBSRT, and dynamic server methods,
respectively. Similarly, the proposed method achieved
memory utilization improvements of 3%, 11%, 6%, 4%, and
4% on server 2 and 6%, 10%, 9%, 4%, and 3% on server 3, in
the same order as for server 1. Tese results demonstrate the
efectiveness of the proposed method in optimizing memory
utilization and load balancing.

In distributing network trafc load on servers, CPU
utilization plays a vital role. As shown in Figure 4, prior
methods could not distribute network trafc load uniformly,
resulting in uneven CPU utilization across the servers.
However, in the proposed method, the network trafc is
uniformly distributed across all servers, resulting in almost
equal CPU utilization. Table 2 shows that the proposed
method outperforms other methods in terms of CPU

LBBSRTRound-robin Dynamic ServerWeighted Round
robin

Proposed
method

Server load

Algorithms

Server 1
Server 2
Server 3

10

20

30

40

50

60

M
em

or
y 

Ut
ili

za
tio

n 
(%

) 

Figure 3: Comparison of memory usage.

Table 1: Te improvement percentage of the proposed method on various servers’ requests according to memory usage.

Proposed method
over round-robin

(%)

Proposed method
over weighted

round-robin (%)

Proposed method
over server
load (%)

Proposed method
over LBBSRT

(%)

Proposed method
over dynamic
server (%)

Server 1 4 12 8 5 5
Server 2 3 11 6 4 4
Server 3 6 10 9 4 3
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utilization, improving it by 6%, 12%, 24%, 6%, and 2% on
server 1 when compared with round-robin, weighted round-
robin, server load, LBBSRT, and dynamic server methods,
respectively. In addition, the proposed method improved
CPU utilization by 14%, 16%, 18%, 5%, and 4% on server 2
and 9%, 13%, 12%, 5%, and 4% on server 3 compared with
the same methods.

5. Conclusion

Software-defned networking (SDN) is a new paradigm
aiming to make network management scalable and cus-
tomizable. Unlike conventional load balancers or network
managing tools, SDN does not need particular infrastructure
and can work with any network infrastructure. Quality of
service (QoS) is an essential aspect of any system, and SDN
aims to improve QoS factors in networks such as
throughput, response time, and resource utilization. Tis
paper aimed to use federated learning as a data-preserving
approach to enhance results for the genetic algorithm to
improve QoS metrics in networks. We used a central server
as our aggregator plan.

After receiving all local models from the training
plan, it aggregates them by the MOE algorithm and
then broadcasts the global model to all local training
servers. Tis well-trained global model performs load-
balancing and route fnding by the genetic algorithm for
packets.

We used the open load test tool to generate trafc on
three servers to test this approach. Results show that the
proposed approach improves memory utilization com-
pared to conventional load-balancing techniques. CPU is
the core for distributing network trafc on servers, and it
reduces QoS if it is not utilized uniformly in servers. Results
describe that the proposed method improves CPU Utili-
zation by using a well-trained global model with the genetic
algorithm.

Our ongoing study is to contribute to the advancement
of QoS improvement in SDN. It serves as a foundation for
exploring several prospective avenues in this sector. Te
combination of generative learning, incremental learning,
and recurrent learning ideas has the potential to signifcantly
enhance the capabilities and adaptability of SDN-based
multimedia trafc management.
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Figure 4: Comparison of CPU usage.

Table 2: Te improvement percentage of the proposed method on various servers’ requests according to CPU usage.

Proposed method
over round-robin

(%)

Proposed method
over weighted

round-robin (%)

Proposed method
over server
load (%)

Proposed method
over LBBSRT

(%)

Proposed method
over dynamic
server (%)

Server 1 6 12 24 6 2
Server 2 14 16 18 5 4
Server 3 9 13 12 5 4
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An area of potential future investigation is the utilization
of generative learning models, namely, generative adversa-
rial networks (GANs) and variational autoencoders (VAEs).
Te incorporation of these methodologies into our SDN
architecture has the potential to enhance its capabilities in
efciently handling multimedia trafc and generating syn-
thetic multimedia content. Te increased range of capabil-
ities provided by this development allows for the exploration
of many applications, such as enhancing content and
identifying anomalies, within the framework of SDN.
Consequently, our methodology gains more depth and
variety.

In dynamic network contexts, the capacity to adapt and
engage in continual learning is of utmost importance.
Subsequent investigations will focus on exploring in-
cremental learning methodologies, enabling our SDN so-
lution to adaptively revise its models and rules in response to
evolving network circumstances. Te capacity to adapt is
crucial in maintaining the efectiveness and resilience of QoS
optimization in modern networks, as it allows for the ac-
commodation of the constantly evolving network
environment.

Recurrent learning models such as recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) and long short-term memory (LSTM)
networks have proven to be successful in capturing temporal
dependencies in multimedia trafc patterns. By integrating
these recurring learning principles, our SDN solution has the
capability to efectively predict and handle variations in
network trafc, leading to enhanced QoS, especially
in situations when the network is very dynamic.

Te aforementioned future research directions are in
accordance with the continuous development of SDN and
machine learning. Tey hold the potential to enhance and
expand the capabilities of our proposed solution. Our ob-
jective is to expand the limits of SDN-based multimedia
trafc management by the adoption of generative, in-
cremental, and recurrent learning approaches.Te proposed
extension would enhance our methodology’s capability to
address more intricate and varied difculties in contem-
porary networking settings. Tis will contribute to the on-
going progress of QoS optimization and the efective
exploitation of network resources inside SDN.

Data Availability

Te data used to support the fndings of the study are
available from the corresponding authors upon request.
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